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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2081: Understand or Not 

Three days later, Ice Cloud Tower’s Eldest Senior Sister He Xiangyun escorted Lu-er and arrived at Grand 

Pill Establishment. 

In order to set Empyrean Ice Cloud’s mind at ease, Ye Yuan agreed to her terms. 

All in all, talk about it again after seeing Lu-er first. 

But Ye Yuan’s requirement was having Empyrean Ice Cloud’s eldest disciple personally escorting her 

over. Because in this way, it would show sincerity. 

“Damn lass, let me tell you this. Don’t have any lousy ideas! With me around, you can’t go anywhere!” 

He Xiangyun said viciously. 

Lu-er looked straight ahead and could not be bothered to acknowledge 

Actually, she was long overjoyed in her heart already. 

Indeed, Young Master is different from the rest when doing things! 

If it were others, they would either charge into Ice Cloud Tower desperately or think of ways to infiltrate 

into Ice Cloud Tower to save people. 

But her young master was good. He directly made her master deliver her to the doorstep willingly. 

For more than half a year, Lu-er had been thinking of what method her young master would use to 

rescue her every day. 

She thought of countless possibilities but never thought of this kind of method before. 

You came to save people and even had the other party obediently deliver the person that you wanted to 

save in front of you. 

This kind of means was truly fantastical. 

This was ... having to help you count money after being sold, right? 

Lu-er thought mischievously in her heart. 

“Also, Master Ji enjoys a high prestige and commands universal respect, his strength being immensely 

formidable. If you dare to rebut him at all, I’ll definitely tear you to shreds! Huh, heard that?” 

Seeing Lu-er ignore her, He Xiangyun could not help getting irritated. 

“Relax, Eldest Senior Sister. The matter concerns Ice Cloud Tower’s future, Lu-er knows the importance,” 

Lu-er said coolly. 

Although Lu-er had been dissatisfied with Empyrean Ice Cloud these recent few years, she had a pure 

heart and still had more gratitude toward Empyrean Ice Cloud than resentment. 
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After all, in this 1000 years, it was Empyrean Ice Cloud who imparted to her cultivation method, giving 

her what she had today. 

“Humph! Hope that you know what’s good for you! We’re about to enter Grand Pill Establishment right 

away. Behave yourself!” He Xiangyun said with a cold snort. 

The two people entered Grand Pill Establishment. Under Song Cao’s lead, they entered the hall. 

The moment Lu-er entered the door, she saw that young and handsome figure who appeared slightly 

skinny. Her entire person immediately froze there. 

Even if a thousand years had passed, even if Ye Yuan’s present looks had changed a lot now, Lu-er still 

recognized at a glance. 

This figure lived in her mind every day, lived in her dream, and had never been forgotten. 

What did she wander for hundreds of millions of miles, arriving at this land of hardship, endured the 

disparaging and scorn of her junior and senior apprentice sisters, and whipping punishment for? 

Wasn’t it to not become his burden anymore? 

But who knew that in the end, Young Master still had to run around for hundreds of millions of miles 

and come to this land of extreme north to save her. 

Thinking up to here, her tears wanted to burst forth from her eyes uncontrollably. 

Lu-er was currently thinking of diving toward Ye Yuan, but she noticed that Ye Yuan was currently giving 

her a look, only then abruptly startling awake. 

Right now was not the time to identify each other yet! 

Empyrean Loneswan was currently seating next to Ye Yuan. 

“Ice Cloud Tower He Xiangyun pays respect to Master Ji!” When He Xiangyun saw Ye Yuan, she bowed 

respectfully. 

Seeing that Lu-er was still in a daze, her face turned cold and she said in a deep voice, “Sl*t, what are 

you stoning there for? Why haven’t you hurrying up and coming over to pay respects to Master Ji?” 

As she said, she was about to make a move to deal with Lu-er. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, his expression turning cold as he said with a cold yell, “Insolence!” 

He Xiangyun did not figure out the situation and said with a cold smile, “Sl*t, heard that? You’re too 

impudent!” 

“I’m talking about you!” Ye Yuan narrowed his eyes and said in a cold voice. 

Actually, the killing intent in Ye Yuan’s heart currently already filled his chest. 

He saw how Lu-er spent these few years in Senior Apprentice Sister Xun’s memories. 

This He Xiangyun was the main culprit! 



Furthermore, with Ye Yuan’s eyesight, how could he not tell that Lu-er currently had a great deal of 

hidden injuries on her body. Clearly, she had suffered considerable torment. 

Just looking at He Xiangyun’s attitude, Ye Yuan could guess that these were likely related to her. 

It was just that due to Empyrean Loneswan being present, Ye Yuan could not make a move. 

Otherwise, the current He Xiangyun would already be a dead person. 

“Ah? Me?” He Xiangyun was stunned, clearly not believing it. 

It was clearly this lass who did not have manners, so how did it become me who was insolent instead? 

However, before she could react, Ye Yuan gave a cold yell again, “Loneswan, slap her mouth!” 

Loneswan was taken aback but did not dare to defy, sending a slap over with a whoosh. 

He also did not understand why Ye Yuan was hitting He Xiangyun, but he heard Ye Yuan’s fury. 

Spending a long time with Ye Yuan, he had also grasped a little of Ye Yuan’s temperament. Therefore, he 

did not hold back in this slap. 

How could the slap of an Empyrean be what He Xiangyun could block? 

Even if she was able to react to it, she did not dare to block too! 

Smack! 

An extremely resounding slap smacked on He Xiangyun’s face, directly smacking her flying out. 

All the way until that moment she was sent flying, He Xiangyun still did not able to understand what was 

going on. 

Junior Apprentice Sister was disrespectful to you, Master Ji. Was there anything wrong if I am disciplining 

my junior apprentice sister? 

But Loneswan knew how far to go when he made his move. Although this slap was loud, it was not 

lethal. 

After all, He Xiangyun was Ice Cloud Tower’s eldest disciple. If this slap smacked her to death, wouldn’t 

that old lady come find him to fight it out? 

But Ye Yuan’s order, he carried it out without the slightest hesitation. 

When He Xiangyun crawled to her feet, half of her face was already swollen badly. 

It was only to see that she had a confused look, clearly not understanding why Ye Yuan wanted to hit 

her. 

Ye Yuan seemed to have seen through what she was thinking and said with a cold smile, “Understood 

why I hit you or not?” 

He Xiangyun understood that Ye Yuan was presently the extreme north’s big shot. Even her master did 

not dare to provoke too. She could only endure this slap. 



Hearing Ye Yuan’s question, He Xiangyun shook her head very innocently. 

“Don’t even understand why I hit you? Stupid! Loneswan, hit again!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Loneswan’s expression changed, but he still followed Ye Yuan’s order. Another slap landed on the left 

side of He Xiangyun’s face, sending her flying to the other side. 

How heavy was the slap of an Empyrean? 

Even if Empyrean Loneswan controlled his strength, these two slaps were also enough for her to suffer. 

On the two sides of He Xiangyun’s face, the mark of ten fingers was very distinct, as if imprinted on it. 

Two slaps made He Xiangyun see stars and also could not figure out where was north, south, east, and 

west. 

After He Xiangyun recovered slightly, Ye Yuan asked again coolly, “Now, do you understand?” 

How could He Xiangyun still dare to shake her head? She hurriedly nodded her head and said 

incoherently, “U-Understood, understood!” 

Who knew that Ye Yuan shouted coldly again, “Loneswan, hit again!” 

With this, even Loneswan somewhat pitied He Xiangyun. 

But he did not have the intention of holding back. Another slap flew over, He Xiangyun was sent flying 

once more. 

Only after she crawled to her feet did Ye Yuan say coolly, “Clearly didn’t understand, but pretend to 

understand, deserves to be hit!” 

He Xiangyun had ten million profanities galloping across in her head currently. 

Your reason for hitting people is really a good reason! 

It was absolutely out of the question for her to dare say these words out. But He Xiangyun already had 

tears pouring down her face now, clearly feeling wronged. 

“Humph! In this Grand Pill Establishment, who kneels and who doesn’t kneel, it’s my call. It’s ot your 

turn to come and gesture here and there! Now, understand?” Ye Yuan looked at He Xiangyun coldly and 

said calmly. 

He Xiangyun nodded her head painfully, her face covered with tears. 

What the hell is this! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2082: Apologize to Me 

“Young Master!” 

The moment she entered the medicine refining room in the back-hall, Lu-er could not hold back 

anymore and dove right into Ye Yuan’s embrace. She then started sobbing loudly. 
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Ye Yuan consoled carefully, his heart also filled with a thousand regrets. 

To other martial artists, a thousand years was very short. 

But to Ye Yuan and Lu-er, a thousand years was far too long! 

Ye Yuan walking all the way from the State of Qin, the one who accompanied him the longest was Lu-er. 

The two of them were known as master and servant, but actually, even Ye Yuan himself also could not 

tell the two of their feelings anymore. 

A thousand years was seemingly as long as seas changing into mulberry fields and mulberry fields into 

seas to them. 

“Alright, don’t cry, don’t cry. Young Master came to fetch you home!” Ye Yuan patted Lu-er’s back lightly 

and said akin to being relieved of a heavy burden. 

Ever since Li-er and the rest left Heavenly Eagle, Ye Yuan was very worried every day. 

Later, compared to the situation of White Light and Li-er, the one that he worried about most was 

naturally Lu-er. 

But Lu-er did not have any news all along, Ye Yuan was also greatly anxious in his heart. 

The suffering involved, only he himself was aware. 

“Sniff, sniff ... Young Master, I even thought ... thought ...” 

“Huhu, did you think that that Senior Apprentice Sister Xun of yours came to capture me, bully me?” Ye 

Yuan said with a laugh. 

Lu-er nodded her head. These few years, she lost all desire for food and drink. What she was most 

worried about was this. 

“Miss Lu-er, rest assured. His Excellency has a high prestige now. He defeated the Southern Border with 

his power alone, and he is presently the Southern Border’s number one alchemy god! Also, the present 

Heavenly Eagle is also the Southern Border’s number one alchemy holy land. Even Empyrean Realm 

powerhouses have to respectfully call Grandmaster Ye when they see His Excellency! Those few senior 

apprentice sisters of yours didn’t even figure out the situation and ran over to capture His Excellency, 

simply not knowing life from death.” Ning Tianping said with a cold smile on his face. 

When Lu-er heard, it felt like she was listening to a book from heaven; her brain not quite enough to 

use. 

Southern Border’s number one alchemy god and Southern Border’s number one alchemy holy land! 

The present Lu-er naturally knew how vast a land the Southern Border was. 

Ye Yuan actually became a figure that could command the wind and rain like so in the entire Southern 

Border. 

“Turns out that Young Master is already this formidable?” Lu-er was shocked and also happy. 



The more impressive her young master was, the happier she naturally would be. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No matter how impressive, I’m also your young master!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed. His expression turned cold, and he said, “You have injuries all over 

your body. Someone should have used a lightning-attribute array formation to hurt you, right? If I didn’t 

guess wrongly, it’s that Eldest Senior Sister of yours, He Xiangyun, right?” 

Lu-er said in surprise, “Young Master, you ... you already knew?” 

Ye Yuan sneered and said, “That Senior Apprentice Sister Xun of yours was stupid and was already soul-

searched by me! If this was not the case, why would I set up such a grand scheme and make Empyrean 

Ice Cloud send you over obediently?” 

When Lu-er heard this, she could not help feeling pain in her heart. 

Ye Yuan knew Lu-er’s personality and said with a sigh, “Oh, you, it’s been so many years, you’re also a 

grown girl already, to actually not have changed at all. He Xiangyun and Xun Mengyao abused you like 

so, but why you actually still want to plead on their behalf?” 

When Lu-er heard that, she could not help saying with a wronged face: “They ... They are my senior 

apprentice sisters after all.” 

Ye Yuan let out a slight sigh and changed the topic. He said, “Alright, don’t talk anymore. Young Master 

will help you treat your wounds first!” 

Inspecting for Lu-er, only then did Ye Yuan know how severe the injuries on Lu-er’s body were. 

How brilliant were Ye Yuan’s medical skills? Inspecting slightly, he knew that some of the wounds on Lu-

er’s body already lasted for several decades. 

There were even some old injuries that had been buried in the body for several hundred years! 

The more he examined, the greater the fury in Ye Yuan’s heart. 

He already secretly made up his mind that this He Xiangyun must be eliminated. 

Of course, he would not tell Lu-er. 

... ... 

Just not long after Ye Yuan and Lu-er entered the medicine refining room, a matter that shook the Jiu 

Luo Ji happened. 

Vast Wind Assemble’s Empyrean Vast Wind’s son, Feng Tianyang, exited seclusion. Empyrean Vast 

Wind’s brother, Empyrean Windlike brought Feng Tianyang and as a large contingent of troops and 

came to Jiu Luo Ji to get married. 

And the target of marriage was a disciple of Ice Cloud Tower. 

This matter caused a great sensation in the entire assemble. 



Ice Cloud Tower that was originally a relatively weak power in Jiu Luo Ji became a highly popular faction 

all of a sudden. 

Vast Wind Assemble was one of the strongest forces in the Northernmost Steppe. Empyrean Vast Wind 

was even a Fifth Firmament Empyrean super powerhouse, his status incomparably venerated. 

Different from Jiu Luo Ji, everyone going their own way, Vast Wind Assemble was ruled by Empyrean 

Vast Wind alone. 

There were as many as over a dozen Empyrean powerhouses under his command. 

And Feng Tianyang was even known as the Northernmost Steppe’s number one genius, and already a 

Ninth Firmament True God mighty expert. 

Just a step away and he could enter the realm of Empyrean! 

Even Empyrean Ice Cloud also did not expect that Vast Wind Assemble would regard it with such 

importance, to actually sent Empyrean Windlike here. 

At this time, all of Ice Cloud Tower’s disciples all came out to welcome Empyrean Windlike’s party. 

The other eight great Empyreans were also all present. 

“Huhu, not seeing for many years, Younger Sister Ice Cloud is more and more beautiful!” Empyrean 

Windlike said with a laugh. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud smiled and said, “Brother Windlike is making fun of Ice Cloud. Ice Cloud is already a 

faded beauty. So how am I beautiful?” 

Empyrean Windlike could not help laughing as he said, “What years is there to speak of for cultivators of 

our generation? Younger Sister Ice Cloud is too modest.” 

At this time, another old man stepped forward to greet her. The moment Ice Cloud looked, who was it if 

not Empyrean Xiao Yu? 

Empyrean Ice Cloud hurriedly returned the courtesy. She did not expect that Empyrean Xiao Yu actually 

came together too. 

Everyone present was extremely surprised. 

Vast Wind Assemble was attaching too much importance to this marriage, right? To actually have two 

Empyreans come at once. 

After all, Feng Tianyang had a lawfully wedded wife. Marrying Lu-er was merely as a concubine. 

Those who were not aware of the details all knew that Empyrean Xiao Yu probably had an ulterior 

motive, and it was with that Master Ji. 

Especially Empyrean Loneswan, it was something that he already knew. 

This Empyrean Xiao Yu was actually very envious of him entering Ye Yuan’s tutelage. 

“Feng Tianyang pays respect to Senior Ice Cloud and various seniors.” 



At this time, a mighty youth flashed out from behind Empyrean Windlike and bowed to Empyrean Ice 

Cloud. 

But his appearance was not as a junior bowing respectfully to a senior, but as peers talking on equal 

footing. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud did not mind either, saying with a smile, “Huhu, not seeing for some time, 

Honorable Nephew Feng’s cultivation grows with each passing day!” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was also very surprised in her heart. The last time she saw Feng Tianyang was still a 

hundred years ago. 

At that time, Feng Tianyang was merely a middle-stage Ninth Firmament True God. Now that a hundred 

years passed, Feng Tianyang’s strength already approached grand completion. He was only a step away 

from becoming an Empyrean. 

At this rate, in less than 2000 years, this boy would likely be stepping into the realm of Empyrean. 

Feng Tianyang just smiled faintly, paying no attention to this kind of compliment. 

It was just that his gaze swept, but his brows knitted together and he said in a solemn voice, “Senior Ice 

Cloud Tower, your Ice Cloud Tower’s disciples are all here. Why is only Lu-er missing?” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s face changed and she hurriedly gave a few words of explanation. 

Who knew that Feng Tianyang gave a cold snort and said, “Senior Ice Cloud, your way of doing things is 

also too preposterous! Loneswan is my unwed-wife, you actually had her stay in the same room with 

another man! Empyrean Loneswan, that Ji Qingyun is your Grand Pill Establishment’s people. You order 

them to bring Ji Qingyun over right now and apologize to me! Just say that I, Feng Tianyang, said it!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2083: Self-Satisfied 

Everyone’s hearts turned cold. Was this opposing Master Ji? 

Everyone knew that at present, in this Northernmost Steppe, Master Ji’s limelight was in full bloom, 

even crushing Ice Cloud Tower until it had to bow its head in submission. 

And Feng Tianyang was the extreme north’s number one person of the junior generation, a peerless 

heaven’s chosen, a powerhouse who was about to step into Empyrean. 

These two great gods were going to clash head-on? 

Empyrean Xiao Yu’s brows furrowed and he said, “Tianyang, Master Ji enjoys a high prestige and 

commands universal respect. I’m afraid … this isn’t appropriate, right?” 

Feng Tianyang was unrivaledly domineering as he said with a cold snort, “What’s inappropriate about it? 

I’ve long wanted to meet this Ji Qingyun. I want to see if he’s really as impressive as the legends say.” 

He was not an alchemist and did not have that much awe and veneration toward Ye Yuan at all. 
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In his view, no matter how impressive this Master Ji was, if he could not be used by him, what use was 

there? 

Since he wanted to meet Master Ji, and there was also such a good excuse, so why not use it? 

As for whatever lone man and woman, Feng Tianyang was not worried at all. 

In this land of extreme north, no one dared to touch his, Feng Tianyang’s, woman. 

Seeing Loneswan not moving, Feng Tianyang said in a cold voice, “What, Loneswan? Can’t hear my 

words?” 

At this time, Feng Tianyang was already very impolite when speaking. 

Facing Empyrean Loneswan, he even dropped the honorifics and actually directly called him by name. 

Loneswan’s expression flickered incessantly. Vast Wind Assemble was powerful; he could not afford to 

provoke Feng Tianyang! 

Among the extreme north’s factions, they were mutually interdependent and also exercised control 

over each other. 

A major faction like Vast Wind Assemble, its strength exceeded the other factions by significantly a lot. 

Others naturally could not afford to provoke it. 

In the Northernmost Steppe, the situation of one faction swallowing another was not rare. 

For the Vast Wind Assemble to have such a scale, it was the result of Empyrean Vast Wind going on 

expeditions all around. 

It was precisely because Empyrean Vast Wind was very domineering, sweeping across the extreme 

north, that Feng Tianyang had the confidence to treat these Empyreans as he pleased. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was already frightened by Ye Yuan and could only warn, “Tianyang, that Master Ji’s 

personality is very proud. I’m afraid that …” 

Feng Tianyang sneered and said, “Scared of what? Isn’t Senior Ice Cloud just worried that there will be 

no one supplying medicinal pills in the future? Rest assured, Lu-er will be this Feng’s wife in the future. 

Why would I ignore her parental home? Senior Xiao Yu, we’ll supply Ice Cloud Tower’s medicinal pills in 

the future. There’s no problem, right?” 

Empyrean Xiao Yu understood in his heart that Feng Tianyang was making an example out of Ji Qingyun! 

It was just that Feng Tianyang was the same as his father, being extremely domineering. He could only 

nod and said, “No problem!” 

The moment Ice Cloud heard, she immediately felt assurance in her heart and said smilingly, “Then … I 

really thank you so much, Honorable Nephew Tianyang!” 

He Xiangyun was long already bursting with joy behind Empyrean Ice Cloud and complained tearfully, 

“Master, that Master Ji is really too arrogant. You have to stand up for me!” 



That day, she escorted Lu-er to Ye Yuan there. In the end, she was directly dealt a few slaps by Ye Yuan. 

Until today, the swelling still had not gone down. 

After He Xiangyun who had a stricken senseless look returned, she complained tearfully to Empyrean Ice 

Cloud. 

Although Empyrean Ice Cloud was angry, how could she still dare to offend Ye Yuan? She could only 

swallow the insult and humiliation silently, and swapped with Second Eldest Sister, Yang Fei, to go over. 

But now, it was different! 

Empyrean Ice Cloud said coolly, “Since that’s the case, you take a trip together with Empyrean Loneswan 

then. If that Ye Yuan dares to go against Honorable Nephew Tianyang’s orders, directly detain him and 

bring him here!” 

Empyrean Loneswan’s face changed and he said in a cold voice, “Ice Cloud, what’s the meaning of this? 

Could it be that you’re ignoring this Empyrean?” 

“Humph! Loneswan, could it be that you’re deeming this Feng as nothing?” Empyrean Ice Cloud had not 

spoken yet when Feng Tianyang said with a cold snort. 

Loneswan’s expression changed several times. Snorting coldly, he flicked his sleeves and left. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was overjoyed in her heart. She originally thought that Feng Tianyang was just 

playing with Lu-er. Looking at it now, he clearly regarded Lu-er with great importance. 

With the Vast Wind Assemble as a backer, who would she still be scared of in this Jiu Luo Ji? 

“Xiangyun, what are you still in a daze for?” Ice Cloud said coolly. 

A hint of a cold smile flashed across He Xiangyun’s face and she followed after. 

The group of Empyreans was silent like cicadas in winter. Clearly, they did not expect such a big hoo-haa 

to occur the moment they met. 

Although they were all not willing to offend Master Ji, Feng Tianyang clearly did not think so. 

Everyone also discerned that Feng Tianyang wanted to take Ji Qingyun in to use for himself. 

If he could not compel him to submit, then he would destroy him. 

Although everyone felt that it was a shame, they also did not say anything. 

After all, in this Northernmost Steppe, the strong reigned supreme. 

In the end, Ji Qingyun was merely a True God Realm. 

Even if He Xiangyun went, he was not a match against her. 

… … 

He Xiangyun was self-satisfied and already plotting on finding Ye Yuan to settle the scores. 



She had lived in this Jiu Luo Ji for so many years and had yet to suffer such unprecedented humiliation 

before. 

She had the personality of seeking revenge for the smallest grievance to begin with. Now that she found 

a chance, how could she not take revenge? 

Previously, not daring to make a move was dreading Empyrean Loneswan on one hand. On the other 

hand, it was that Ye Yuan’s prestige was too strong, she did not dare to offend. 

But now, with Feng Tianyang backing her up, what was she still afraid of? 

A mere Ye Yuan, so what even if his pill refinement was any stronger? 

With her Ninth Firmament True God powerful strength, wouldn’t trampling on Ye Yuan still be 

effortless? 

“Master, Vast Wind Assemble’s Feng Tianyang has arrived. He said to have you send Miss Lu-er over. 

Also … Also …” 

Talking up to here, Empyrean Loneswan truly found it hard to speak out anymore. 

At this time, He Xiangyun followed closely behind. Seeing Empyrean Loneswan’s appearance, she could 

not help laughing mockingly and said in a clear voice, “Ji Qingyun, get out for your grandaunt! Lord 

Tianyang orders you to immediately bring that sl*t over and offer an apology to him!” 

Empyrean Loneswan’s brows furrowed slightly, opening his mouth but did not say anything. 

The Vast Wind Assemble was powerful. He, Loneswan, alone, could not afford to provoke! 

However, no one answered. 

He Xiangyun clearly did not have that patience. Not answering was perfect. 

If Ji Qingyun went obediently, she would really not have the reason to explode. 

“Senior Loneswan, I believe that you’ve also heard Lord Tianyang’s words. Now, it’s Ji Qingyun making 

light of Lord Tianyang, don’t blame Xiangyun for taking action!” 

Finished talking, He Xiangyun was just about to make a move to destroy the door. 

Empyrean Loneswan snorted coldly and said angrily, “Get lost! How can Master’s prestige be what you 

can violate?” 

He Xiangyun’s face changed, but she was not afraid. She then said with a cold smile, “Senior Loneswan, 

you’re also an exalted Empyrean. To actually acknowledge a Six-star Alchemy God as a master? Now, 

Lord Tianyang is clearly going to take care of Ji Qingyun. With Vast Wind Assemble’s might, could it be 

that you wish to resist with your power alone?” 

When talking, He Xiangyun had a smug look. 

With Feng Tianyang backing her up at the back, why would she think anything of one Empyrean 

Loneswan? 



Empyrean Loneswan’s face changed several times. Finally, he said with a dark expression, “Stay here 

obediently for this Empyrean. If you dare to move rashly, this Empyrean definitely won’t spare you!” 

Done talking, his figure moved and he was planning on pushing the door and entering. 

Right at this time, the hall’s door opened with a creak. A figure slowly walked out. 

When He Xiangyun saw Ye Yuan, a hint of delight from taking vengeance flashed across on her face. 

Pointing her finger, she said in a commanding tone, “This young lady thought that you had a tough and 

unyielding character, and would rather break than bend. Didn’t expect that … you’re a loser too! Call Lu-

er and take a trip with this young lady!” 

A faint smile hung on Ye Yuan’s face and he walked over leisurely, his aura growing stronger and 

stronger. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2084: Showdown 

Seeing Ye Yuan come in a threatening manner, He Xiangyun was not alarmed but happy instead. 

She was currently worried about not finding the reason to fly off the handle. But she did not expect that 

Ye Yuan actually delivered himself to the door. 

“Peak Sixth Firmament True God? Huhu, Ji Qingyun, the humiliation that you gave this grandaunt this 

time, I’ll return it to you this time along with the interest!” 

He Xiangyun revealed a cruel smile. At the same time, her aura rose to the peak. 

That delightful sensation of taking vengeance was practically filling her up. 

Ye Yuan’s bit of strength was nothing at all in her eyes. 

She was Ice Cloud Tower’s head disciple, an initial-stage Ninth Firmament True God mighty expert. 

Wouldn’t dealing with a mere Sixth Firmament True God still be captured with ease? 

“Master, you’re not her match, you mustn’t be rash!” Empyrean Loneswan’s face changed and he was 

about to make a move. 

But his figure had not moved yet when Ye Yuan’s nonchalant voice came over. Ye Yuan said, “No need 

for you to take action. This b*tch, I’ll do it myself.” 

Originally, He Xiangyun was still somewhat wary of Empyrean Loneswan. But this guy was actually 

courting death himself. 

At once, He Xiangyun laughed coldly, ice laws suddenly expanding out, ravaging over towards Ye Yuan 

frenziedly. 

The commotion was outrageous, making the Empyrean Loneswan by the side feel anxious and fearful. 

Ye Yuan walked over leisurely. The very first step was just around ten feet, but the further to the back, 

the greater the distance his one step took. 
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Under He Xiangyun’s powerful aura, Ye Yuan appeared too weak. 

“Freezing Domain!” 

He Xiangyun shouted and said with a cold smile, “The humiliation that you gave me, I’m going to return 

all ...” 

The words were said halfway when He Xiangyun’s expression changed drastically, looking at Ye Yuan 

with a horrified look. 

Ye Yuan actually passed through inside her Freezing Domain with ease, arriving in front of her in a blink 

of an eye. 

Smack! 

A resounding slap instantly echoed throughout the entire Grand Pill Establishment. 

This slap, Ye Yuan did not employ divine essence. It was merely struck with the power of the physical 

body. 

However, how horrifying was the power of his physical body? 

This slap directly slapped He Xiangyun flying out. 

Empyrean Loneswan and Yang Fei-er who were not far away both opened their mouths wide, looking at 

this scene in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan who was just Sixth Firmament True God sent the Ninth Firmament True God He Xiangyun flying 

with a slap? 

Ye Yuan took a step out, stood in front of He Xiangyun with his hands behind his back, and said coolly, 

“Just now, what did you say that you were going to do with the humiliation I gave you?” 

He Xiangyun’s face hurt to the extreme and already lost all sensation. 

Currently, half of her face was already swollen badly, being akin to a pig’s head. 

She covered her face, looking at Ye Yuan with a stunned look. 

Her Freezing Domain could even freeze space, but Ye Yuan actually cut through it? 

How was this possible? 

The reason why she did so just now was actually to give the frozen Ye Yuan a few slaps to take back her 

humiliation. 

Who knew that her Freezing Domain actually did not have any effect on Ye Yuan at all. 

How could He Xiangyun know that Ye Yuan’s attainments in spatial law were sufficient to rival 

Empyreans? 

She only came into contact with a smattering of spatial law through ice law. How could she resist Ye 

Yuan? 



“I ... I’ll kill you!” After the shock, He Xiangyun completely turned angry from embarrassment and 

already had killing intent aroused. 

In her view, it was just a moment of carelessness earlier. It was impossible for Ye Yuan to be her match. 

“Limitless Ice Arrows!” 

He Xiangyun’s gaze was full of hatred. Forming seals in her hands, compact and tiny ice arrows suddenly 

condensed in space, and they carried out indiscriminate attacks inside this area of space. 

Even if a Ninth Firmament True God got caught inside, they would also be injured even if they did not 

die. 

She was fast, but Ye Yuan was faster than her! 

The moment He Xiangyun’s spell activated, Ye Yuan’s figure moved. 

Smack! 

Another slap sent her flying once more. 

Ye Yuan looked at He Xiangyun with a smile that was not a smile and said, “Kill me? Based on your 

strength?” 

By the side, Empyrean Loneswan was long already stupefied from watching. 

It was his first time knowing that Ye Yuan’s Martial Dao strength was actually so strong! 

With his eyesight, he could naturally tell that not only did Ye Yuan comprehend spatial law, his fleshy 

body even reached the late-stage sixth transformation golden body! 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s sixth transformation golden body seemed to be special! 

Yang Fei-er similarly had an astonished look. The extremely powerful Eldest Senior Sister in her eyes 

actually lost and failed to even receive a single move. 

Not only was this Master Ji’s alchemy strength fearsome, but the strength of his martial art was also 

formidable. What kind of monster was this! 

But at this time, she could not look on with folded arms anymore as well, her figure moving and blocking 

in front of Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and she said, “You want to stop me?” 

Yang Fei-er’s expression was pale. She knew that she was not Ye Yuan’s match, but she said stubbornly, 

“Eldest Senior Sister was disrespectful toward Master Ji. I ... I apologize to you on her behalf. I hope that 

Master Ji shows mercy.” 

At this time, Empyrean Loneswan also urged, “Master, hold on just a moment! That Feng Tianyang 

currently wants to use you to establish awe. If you kill He Xiangyun, wouldn’t you fall right into his 

scheme?” 



When Ye Yuan heard that, he said with a smile that was not a smile, “Oh? If I want to become enemies 

with this Feng Tianyang, what will you choose?” 

Presently, it already reached the moment of a showdown. Loneswan’s every action and conduct was all 

within Ye Yuan’s observations. 

He Xiangyun came representing Feng Tianyang. Just now, when she made a move toward him, 

Loneswan was clearly planning on taking action. 

Looking at it like this, this Loneswan was rather sincere toward him. 

Loneswan let out a sigh, shook his head, and said, “It’s no use! Feng Tianyang is naturally nothing, but 

behind him is Empyrean Vast Wind, one of the extreme north’s strongest existences. Even if I want to 

stand up for Master, my spirit is willing, but my strength is lacking too!” 

To Empyrean Loneswan, Vast Wind Assemble was a colossal giant. 

A mere Grand Pill Establishment was totally not enough to look at in front of the Vast Wind Assemble. 

Although he was an Empyrean powerhouse, he had to lower his head too! 

Ye Yuan looked at Loneswan and said with a smile, “I’m only asking you. If I must shed all pretenses of 

cordiality with Feng Tianyang, what will you do?” 

Although Ye Yuan looked like he was joking, Loneswan understood in his heart that Ye Yuan already 

made a decision in his heart. 

Now, was the time where it was his turn to make a decision. 

Was it to stand on Ye Yuan’s side and fight till the death, or betray Ye Yuan and stand on Feng Tianyang’s 

side. 

But, this was a battle where no hope could be seen at all! 

Just based on him, one Empyrean, how was it enough? 

Once they lost all decorum, don’t talk about Empyrean Vast Wind who was in the distance Vast Wind 

Assemble, even Jiu Luo Ji’s Empyreans would also definitely stand on Feng Tianyang’s side. 

Empyrean Loneswan’s face revealed a struggling look, clearly extremely conflicted in his heart. 

He had no intention of becoming enemies with Ye Yuan. But this kind of pointless sacrifice, he was truly 

unable to understand! 

Ye Yuan did not urge either, he just looked at Empyrean Loneswan indifferently, waiting for him to make 

his decision. 

At this time, He Xiangyun finally struggled to her feet and said inarticulately, “Just based on you, a puny 

little True God Realm, you also dare to become enemies with Lord Tianyang? Reckless and blind thing! 

Where’s Lu-er that sl*t? Why haven’t you made her come out!” 

Slap, slap, slap ... 



Yang Fei-er did not even react to it, and Ye Yuan already arrived behind He Xiangyun. 

A series of slaps greeted her, hitting until He Xiangyun’s blood and foam sputtered, her eyes seeing 

stars. 

After no idea how many slaps, Ye Yuan finally stopped. 

Looking at the dead pig-like He Xiangyun, Ye Yuan said coolly, “Know why I hit you?” 

He Xiangyun’s eyes rolled back and she instinctively shook her head. 

She also really wanted to know what Ye Yuan targeted her like so. Yang Fei-er was clearly by the side 

too, but Ye Yuan did not touch her at all. Was it merely because she offended him? 

Ye Yuan smiled lightly and said, “Because ... I’m called Ye Yuan.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2085: Sit Back and Wait 

Ye Yuan? 

Who was Ye Yuan? 

Ye Yuan was struck silly by Ye Yuan, her brain not wrapping itself around it for a while. 

Rather, it was Yang Fei-er who suddenly cried out in surprise. Looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief, she said 

with a cry of surprise, “Ye Yuan? You ... You’re that young master who Lu-er spoke of ... Ye Yuan?” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said with a smile, “That’s right. It’s precisely me! Senior Apprentice Sister 

Fei-er, for the past one thousand years, thank you very much for taking care of Lu-er.” 

As he said, Ye Yuan gave a deep bow toward Yang Fei-er, to show his thanks. 

This bow, it came from the bottom of Ye Yuan’s heart. 

In these 1000 years, if not for Yang Fei-er looking after, Lu-er would probably have died long ago. 

Yang Fei-er was full of disbelief and muttered, “This ... how is this possible? Didn’t Junior Apprentice 

Sister Xun go to find you ... Oh, right! With your strength, how can Junior Apprentice Sister Xun be your 

match?” 

Speaking up until here, Yang Fei-er shook her head with a bitter smile. 

They all thought that Ye Yuan was easy to bully, but who could have expected that Ye Yuan’s strength 

was actually even stronger than Eldest Senior Sister He Xiangyun?! 

One had to know, Lu-er’s cultivation speed was already extremely horrifying, cultivating from the 

Heaven Glimpse Realm to the True God Realm in a thousand over years’ time. 

How could Ice Cloud Tower’s people think that her young master’s cultivation talent was even more 

horrifying than hers? 

Although his realm was still clearly lacking, his combat power was off the charts, directly using the 

power of the fleshy body to crush He Xiangyun, who was a Ninth Firmament True God. 
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This kind of talent was truly terrifying to the extreme. 

More importantly, Ye Yuan was also an unrivaled alchemy master, sweeping across the Northernmost 

Steppe, making a group of Seven-star Alchemy Gods bow their heads in submission. 

The shock in Yang Fei-er’s heart simply could not be any greater. 

Was there really such a monstrous genius in this world? 

“Y-You’re Ye Yuan!” He Xiangyun used a muffled voice and cried out in surprise. 

Although they could not hear what she was saying too clearly, they could hear her fear. 

He Xiangyun finally understood why Ye Yuan found fault and directly gave her a few slaps. 

It turned out that he was taking revenge for Lu-er! 

That target that they could freely knead in their hearts actually appeared in the Northernmost Steppe 

now, casually kneading them. 

This kind of thing made people too unable to accept it. 

Just like you saw an ant from afar. Walking in front of it to take a look, turns out that it was a giant. 

That kind of terror, this kind of shock, simply could not use words to describe. 

“Huhu, also, you! For the past one thousand years, I have to thank you for taking extra care of Lu-er. Of 

course, stemming from repayment, you can go and die already.” 

Ye Yuan pointed a finger out, directly blasting He Xiangyun to dregs, destroyed in body and soul. 

At this time, Yang Fei-er finally recovered from the shock, and looked toward Ye Yuan while being 

somewhat fearful as she said, “Y-You hurry up and bring Lu-er away from here, while Feng Tianyang 

hasn’t discovered it yet! Not only does he want Lu-er, but he also wants to deal with you. If you let him 

discover your relationship with Lu-er, he definitely won’t spare you!” 

When Yang Fei-er learned of Ye Yuan’s real identity, what she thought about right away was to have 

them hurry up and escape. The further they ran, the better. 

After all, no matter how strong Ye Yuan was, he was also just a True God Realm. 

In this Jiu Luo Ji, there were ten Empyrean-level powerhouses. 

Once discovered by them, the two of them could forget about escaping. 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Leave here? Why leave? If I wanted to leave, I would have left long ago. 

The reason why I stayed behind is to meet this Feng Tianyang. I want to see what kind of character he 

is.” 

Yang Fei-er even thought that Ye Yuan’s temperament flared up and said anxiously, “Now isn’t the time 

to be willful. Feng Tianyang’s strength is not what Eldest Senior Sister can compare to. Furthermore, he 

even brought two Empyrean powerhouses.” 



Ye Yuan just smiled and did not answer, but looked at Empyrean Loneswan and said smilingly, “Have you 

thought about things over? If you’ve thought it through, swear a Heavenly Dao Oath, you only have this 

one chance.” 

Empyrean Loneswan kept quiet by the side the entire time, but in his heart, monstrous waves were 

similarly stirred up. 

Although he did not understand what was going on, he could think of the reason why Ye Yuan suddenly 

appeared in Jiu Luo Ji; his goal was simply Lu-er! 

What a grand scheme! 

The entire Jiu Luo Ji’s people were toyed with by Ye Yuan in the palm of his hand! 

Especially Empyrean Ice Cloud, she actually even delivered Lu-er over submissively. 

If not for seeing with his own eyes, he would not believe even if beaten to death that the entire 

Northernmost Steppe’s Empyrean powerhouses became Ye Yuan’s tool. 

What kind of scheming was this! 

What kind of daringness! 

What kind of means! 

However, Loneswan still could not tell what confidence Ye Yuan had, to dare remain here and provoke 

Feng Tianyang. 

Hang on! 

Ye Yuan played such a grand game of chess, so how could he possibly not leave himself a way out? 

Thinking all about these, Loneswan was taken aback by the shock. 

In this one year plus of living together, he thought that he already understood Ye Yuan very well. 

But only today did he discover that his understanding of Ye Yuan was too little! 

In fact, he, an Empyrean powerhouse, was unable to imagine just what Ye Yuan’s path of retreat was. 

Suddenly, he sucked in a deep breath and made the wisest decision in this life. 

“Loneswan is willing to follow Master till death and absolutely not betray! If I violate this oath, 

Loneswan is willing to accept heaven’s punishment!” Empyrean Loneswan said in a solemn voice. 

By the side, Yang Fei-er could not help being struck dumb with amazement. 

She felt that the scares that she suffered in this life were not as many as today. 

After Empyrean Loneswan knew about Ye Yuan’s real identity, he actually swore a Heavenly Dao Oath 

and said that he wanted to follow Ye Yuan? 

Was ... Was he crazy? 



“Smart!” Ye Yuan smiled faintly and threw two jade plates to Loneswan and Yang Fei-er respectively, 

saying coolly, “In a while, if you encounter danger, just deploy divine essence and shatter the jade 

plates. It will naturally ensure your safety.” 

Empyrean Loneswan’s pupils constricted, thinking to himself that he indeed did not misjudge! 

It was just that, could this small piece of jade plate escape from under the noses of ten Empyreans? 

That Empyrean Windlike, Empyrean Redfeather, both were Third Firmament Empyrean powerhouses! 

... ... 

An hour arrived in a flash. Inside Ice Cloud Tower, Feng Tianyang slowly opened both eyes and said 

coldly, “Looks like he’s refusing a toast only to drink to a forfeit! Looks like this Ji Qingyun hasn’t figured 

out who has the final say in this land of extreme north!” 

By the side, Ice Cloud said with a cold snort, “That kid doesn’t have anyone in his eyes in the first place. 

He’s someone who won’t shed tears without seeing the coffin! But ... logically speaking, Xiangyun should 

have also brought him back already. Could it be that Brother Loneswan stood in the way?” 

Feng Tianyang curled his mouth and said disdainfully, “I think that this Loneswan is likely muddle-

headed with age, to actually acknowledge a True God Realm as his master with the status of an 

Empyrean! Martial Uncle, let’s go over and take a look. If that Loneswan doesn’t know how to 

appreciate favors, we don’t mind sending him off!” 

Empyrean Windlike nodded slightly and slowly followed after. 

Seeing Feng Tianyang’s seethe with killing intent, Empyrean Ice Cloud was incomparably delighted in her 

heart. 

She had long found Ye Yuan and Loneswan displeasing to the eyes. This time, she could just nicely 

borrow a blade and kill people. Erasing these two people, Jiu Luo Ji would have peace and tranquility! 

The group of Empyreans and True Gods arrived at Grand Pill Establishment in a threatening manner but 

discovered that the hall had just experienced a great battle. 

While the Grand Pill Establishment was long already void of people. 

On the hall’s stone steps, Ye Yuan sat with his ankle on his knee, sitting on a wooden armchair, drinking 

wine calmly as the wine aroma overflowed. 

Empyrean Loneswan and Yang Fei-er two people were standing on the left and right in attendance. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2086: Soul Planting Secret Art 

Feeling the bloody smell pervading in the air, Feng Tianyang’s gaze turned slightly cold. 

But he did not look at Ye Yuan but looked toward Empyrean Loneswan. 

“Loneswan, you actually dared to kill He Xiangyun. Could it be that you want to become enemies with 

my Vast Wind Assemble?” Feng Tianyang said coldly. 
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In his view, it was simply impossible for Ye Yuan to kill He Xiangyun, unless Loneswan turned traitor. 

Loneswan shook his head lightly and said, “She wasn’t killed by this Empyrean.” 

Feng Tianyang smiled coldly and said, “Still want to quibble? Apart from you, who else can kill He 

Xiangyun here? Also, what’s the meaning of this, Junior Apprentice Sister Yang?” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s two eyes narrowed and she said in a solemn voice, “Fei-er, why haven’t you come 

over here!” 

Yang Fei-er looked at Empyrean Ice Cloud, those eyes were like looking at a stranger. 

“Master, it’s Fei-er’s last time calling you like this. From today onward, Fei-er will be leaving Ice Cloud 

Tower.” Yang Fei-er said coolly. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud Tower’s pupils constricted and she said in a cold voice, “Treacherous disciple, do 

you know what you’re saying? Master nurtured you for so many years, but you actually want to break 

away from the Ice Cloud Tower? Fei-er, kill the person in front of you and return in front of Master. 

Master can take it as if nothing happened.” 

Talking toward the back, Empyrean Ice Cloud’s words gradually became gentle, like a benevolent 

mother. 

When Empyrean Ice Cloud was saying this, a light flashed in her eyes. A mysterious power transmitted 

out of her body, reaching Yang Fei-er. 

This power was extremely hidden, even the Empyrean powerhouses present were unable to detect it. 

It was just that Yang Fei-er was not moved at all as if she did not hear it at all. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s face changed, her voice becoming sharp as she said, “Fei-er, Master is talking to 

you. Didn’t you hear?” 

At this time, the Ye Yuan who had been silent all along suddenly smiled and said, “Are you wondering 

why you used the divine soul mystic art, but Senior Apprentice Sister Fei-er didn’t listen to your orders?” 

When Empyrean Ice Cloud heard that, her heart jumped wildly. 

Her Soul Planting Secret Art was extremely hidden, how did this boy discover it? 

Furthermore, her secret art had never failed before, why would Yang Fei-er not listen to her orders? 

Empyrean Ice Cloud had a stomach full of doubts, but she was an old monster who had lived for several 

hundred thousand years in the end, she naturally would not reveal it easily. 

“Stinking brat, at death’s door and you’re still spurting nonsense here. Do you believe that this 

Empyrean will tear your mouth right now?” Empyrean Ice Cloud said in a cold voice. 

Ye Yuan was indifferent as he said with a faint smile, “Unsavory history got dug out by me and turned 

angry from embarrassment? Huhu, using a divine soul mystic art to control your own disciples, a master 

like you really makes people’s hair stand on end!” 

The moment these words came out, the faces of all of Ice Cloud Tower’s disciples changed drastically. 



They looked towards Empyrean Ice Cloud with a look of terror, disbelief on their faces. 

Being planted with a divine soul mystic art was equivalent to being another person’s slave. 

As long as Empyrean Ice Cloud was willing, she could make them do anything. 

This kind of thing, any martial artist would not be willing. 

This kind of method, what difference was there between them and a bunch of pigs reared in pens? 

Even the other Empyreans also looked at Empyrean Ice Cloud with incredibly shocked gazes. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s eyes were icy-cold as she said in a frosty voice, “Humph! Despicable little brute, 

want to use this kind of method to sow discord in the Ice Cloud Tower? Do you think that you have a 

chance to escape like this?” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud laughed coldly. A powerful to the extreme ice law suddenly expanded out and a 

palm smacked over toward Ye Yuan. 

How fearsome was the palm of an Empyrean? 

But right at this time, Empyrean Loneswan similarly made his move. 

Bang! 

The two people exchanged a palm in the air, leveling Grand Pill Establishment to the ground. 

Ye Yuan looked at Empyrean Ice Cloud, his gaze gradually becoming cold. 

When he treated Lu-er’s injuries, he was extra cautious and inspected Lu-er’s divine soul through the 

Soul Suppressing Pearl, only then, discovering an abnormality, and could not help breaking out into cold 

sweat from alarm. 

It turned out that this was Empyrean Ice Cloud’s true trump card! 

This kind of divine soul mystic art was extremely hidden, it was concealed within the Ice Cloud Tower’s 

cultivation method. 

When Ice Cloud Tower’s disciples cultivated this cultivation method, it would secretly leave behind 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s divine soul imprints in their divine souls. 

As long as Empyrean Ice Cloud was willing, she could control these disciples through her divine soul 

imprints at any time. 

If not for Ye Yuan having a secret treasure like the Soul Suppressing Pearl, he would really not be able to 

discover it. 

With this trump card here, Empyrean Ice Cloud was not worried at all that Lu-er would not give in. 

It was just that Empyrean Ice Cloud did not wish to arouse the disciples’ vigilance, coupled with that 

Feng Tianyang was currently in closed-seclusion and the time was not up yet, that was why she did not 

activate it. 



As for capturing him to threaten Lu-er, it would naturally be good if she got him, but it also did not 

matter if she did not. 

At that time, she just had to play a little trick in Lu-er’s divine soul, no one would discover it at all. 

It was just that Empyrean Ice Cloud exhausted every power of her brain and also did not think that her 

unnecessary move provoked a Ye Yuan. 

After Ye Yuan ferreted this out, he also felt lingering fear. 

If not for him being extra cautious, the consequences would be too terrible to imagine. 

At the same time, he also brimmed with killing intent. 

This Empyrean Ice Cloud deserved to be killed! 

After taking care of He Xiangyun earlier, Ye Yuan gave Yang Fei-er an inspection and indeed discovered 

that she was also planted with a divine soul imprint, and conveniently wiped it away for her. 

Otherwise, Yang Fei-er also would not have this attitude toward Empyrean Ice Cloud. 

“Killing off witnesses, just based on you?” Ye Yuan looked at Empyrean Ice Cloud and said with a cold 

smile. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s expression flickered incessantly. Suddenly, she said to Feng Tianyang, “Honorable 

Nephew Tianyang, this boy is spurting nonsense. Also don’t know where he sent Lu-er to. He truly 

deserves death!” 

Everyone’s hearts turned cold, aware that Empyrean Ice Cloud wanted to borrow a knife to kill people. 

Feng Tianyang’s gaze looked at Ye Yuan coldly and he said coolly, “Kid, this young master give you a 

chance now. Hand Lu-er over, then kneel down and beg for mercy. This young master will let you 

become the Vast Wind Assemble’s grand protector, making your status even above Senior Xiao Yu’s!” 

In Feng Tianyang’s view, Ye Yuan was merely a trapped beast currently. 

He gave him a way out, he should be shedding tears of gratitude. 

Of course, he was eying Ye Yuan’s pill refining strength. 

Controlling such an alchemy genius in Vast Wind Assemble, in the future, after he corroborates his Dao 

as an Empyrean, it would also not be impossible for him to lead the Vast Wind Assemble and unify the 

land of extreme north. 

Feng Tianyang’s ambition was extremely great, even stronger than his father’s. 

In front of him, either submit or die! 

It was also precisely because so that even when these Empyreans saw him, they were also all very wary. 

It was a shame that he ran into Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan looked at Feng Tianyang and shook his head, laughing in spite of himself as he said, “A toad 

wanting to eat swan meat, overestimating your own ability! Just the likes of you are also fit to make me 



submit? Swaggering and blustering here, what you’re relying on are those Empyreans beside you, 

right?” 

Feng Tianyang burst out laughing and said, “Kid, you think that because your Alchemy Dao is powerful, 

you can turn your nose up at other people? Alchemy Dao is ultimately a minor Dao. Martial Dao is the 

truly Great Dao that leads to heaven! Why would I, Feng Tianyang, rely on other people’s strength? Ji 

Qingyun, I know that you’re unconvinced, but you don’t need to goad me either, because you’re not 

qualified enough yet! Dealing with you, why would I need an Empyrean to take action? If you want to 

stand before me, beat them first before talking!” 

Feng Tianyang waved his hand, seven to eight young men walked to the front of the crowd. 

Immediately, a commotion broke out in the crowd. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2087: This is Your Martial Dao? 

“Wang Ning, Zhou Qianhui, Su Xinyu! My God, those ... those are all the various Empyreans’ head 

disciples!” 

“It’s over this time, Master Ji is dead for sure! These head disciples, the weakest is also an initial-stage 

Ninth Firmament True God! How to fight?” 

“Apart from He Xiangyun who had already died and Master Song Cao, Jiu Luo Ji’s young generations’ top 

experts are all gathered here.” 

... ... 

There was a wave of exclamations all around. Clearly, this line-up gave them a fright. 

These head disciples were all very powerful existences even among Ninth Firmament True Gods. There 

was no problem at all crushing those in the same rank. 

Master Ji was still a little away from late-stage True God Realm, so how was he going to fight them? 

Feng Tianyang had a proud look as he turned to Loneswan and said coolly, “Loneswan, the affairs of the 

younger generation will be left to us. You’d best not meddle in it. Otherwise ... don’t blame this Feng for 

not being courteous!” 

Empyrean Loneswan’s two eyes narrowed slightly, and he said, “Relax, this Empyrean won’t take 

action.” 

Wang Ning looked at Ye Yuan with a disdainful look and said coolly, “Brother Feng, dealing with a trash 

like this, Wang Ning alone is more than enough. Why is there a need to mobilize everyone?” 

Ye Yuan sneered and said, “A trash like this? If I didn’t see wrongly, you recently consumed the Yi Qing 

Pill that I refined. That’s how you broke through to peak Ninth Firmament True God, right?” 

Wang Ning said coolly, “So what? Didn’t you hear Brother Feng? Martial Dao is the Great Dao! In front of 

our martial prowess, you’re as fragile as an ant.” 
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When Ye Yuan heard that, he grinned and said, “Very good! Looks like I’ve underestimated the northern 

people’s degree of shamelessness! Jiu Luo Ji’s Empyreans really made me have a completely new 

appraisal of them. The few of you, attack together then!” 

Ye Yuan could tell that these few people had all consumed the medicinal pills that he refined, their 

cultivations all having an overnight transformation. 

This kind of favor, Wang Ning actually summed it up in a few words and said it out simply. How 

shameless was it? 

Ye Yuan’s medicinal pills were hard to exchange for using money. 

Even if it was a tiny bit of improvement, it saved hundreds, even thousands of years for these people. 

“Attack together? You haven’t gone delirious from fear, right?” Wang Ning and the rest could not help 

laughing as they said. 

In their view, no matter how strong Ye Yuan’s Alchemy Dao was, it was merely becoming a wedding 

gown for others. How much strength could he have? 

Ye Yuan did not even reach the late-stage True God Realm, but he actually boasted shamelessly about 

wanting to fight one-on-seven. He was truly ignorant until it was laughable in their eyes. 

“Huhu, looks like this punk is normally kept aloof from the masses and already forgot what’s called awe 

and veneration. Since that’s the case, let’s teach him,” Su Xinyu said proudly with a faint smile. 

Finished talking, the seven people had amused looks on their faces as they sped over towards Ye Yuan. 

Regarding this kind of battle, they were all somewhat unconcerned. 

Too lacking of a challenge. 

It was just that they did not detect that an amused expression similarly showed on Empyrean 

Loneswan’s face. 

Ye Yuan and Feng Tianyang, who was more formidable, he did not know. But for Ye Yuan to dare let 

these people attack together, then he definitely thought nothing of them. 

These people were stronger than He Xiangyun, but they were also not much stronger. 

Ye Yuan suppressed He Xiangyun with a slap, he reckoned that dealing with them would also be a cinch. 

“Brothers, play with him well!” 

Wang Ning said with a smile and already flashed behind Ye Yuan, his speed extremely fast. 

A hint of a mocking smile flashed across the corners of his mouth and he raised his hand to deal a palm. 

The others also all had amused expressions as if already seeing that panicky expression of Ye Yuan being 

toyed with. 

Talking about it was slow, but actually, Wang Ning’s speed was just a matter of a blink of an eye. 



However, just as this palm of his was about to land on Ye Yuan’s shoulder, Ye Yuan seemed to have 

grown eyes at his back, slightly leaning his body to one side, dodging it lightly. 

“This is the Martial Dao that you spoke of? Claiming so solemnly about what Martial Dao, I was 

wondering how formidable you were. Truly disappointing,” Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a sigh. 

Wang Ning’s face instantly turned the color of pig liver. 

This time, it was a huge loss of face. 

“Haha, Wang Ning, didn’t you say that you wanted to play with him? Why were you toyed around?” 

Zhou Qianhui said with a big laugh. 

“Wang Ning, can’t even take care of a middle-stage True God Realm! You’re really losing face for us, 

these head disciples!” Su Xinyu said with a loud laugh. 

When the other head disciples saw the situation, they also ridiculed away. 

Among the few great chiefs, there were naturally secret competitions too. 

Seeing Wang Ning get deflated, they naturally could not dispense with a bout of sarcasm. 

It was only to see Wang Ning’s expression turning cold, and he said in a solemn voice, “Just now was just 

a moment of carelessness, kid, don’t you get cocky!” 

“Oh? Is that so?” Ye Yuan stood with both hands behind his back, having a meaningful expression on his 

face. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s expression, Wang Ning immediately became angry from embarrassment and said in a 

great rage, “Punk, you actually dare to underestimate me!” 

Wang Ning’s aura immediately rose to the peak. A strange but crafty sword stabbed over towards Ye 

Yuan. 

Whoosh! 

The speed of Wang Ning’s sword was extremely fast, practically arriving in an instant. 

It was just that Ye Yuan still leaned his body to one side slightly, and dodged it again lightly. 

“Damn it, h-how did he do it? I don’t believe that I can’t even take care of a middle-stage True God 

Realm!” 

Wang Ning gritted his teeth, brandished his sword, and attacked again. 

It was just that no matter how hard he worked, he still could not touch the corners of Ye Yuan’s sleeves. 

He talked about playing with Ye Yuan, but the end result was being toyed with by Ye Yuan. 

In the beginning, everyone was all still mocking Wang Ning, feeling that this chief was too trash. 

But along with the passage of time, everyone could not laugh anymore. 



Once or twice could still say that it was lucky. But they were very clear about Wang Ning’s strength. No 

matter how lacking, it was also not to the point of being toyed in circles by a middle-stage True God 

Realm. 

Zhou Qianhui and the rest exchanged glances, all seeing shock from each other’s eyes. 

“Attack together! This boy is strange!” Zhou Qianhui said in a deep voice. 

Six great chiefs immediately used their means and rushed forward together. 

It was just that them joining the battle was still useless. No one could touch the corners of Ye Yuan’s 

sleeves at all. 

The seven people had a threatening manner, but no matter how hard they worked, they still could not 

do anything to Ye Yuan. 

The more they fought, the more alarmed they got. The more they fought, the more shocked they 

became. 

Ye Yuan’s movement technique was too bizarre, just like a loach, being unable to catch it at all. 

Far away, Feng Tianyang’s expression likewise became more and more serious. 

Ye Yuan’s move was clearly extremely brilliant spatial law. 

This kind of supreme law, comprehending even a little was tremendous luck. Ye Yuan clearly 

comprehended to an extremely high realm. 

Those few fools did not detect it at all. 

“This ... Just what’s going on here? A Sixth Firmament True God is toying with seven Ninth Firmament 

True Gods in the palm of his hand?” 

“Could it be that ... Master Ji isn’t just an alchemy master, he’s similarly a martial arts expert?” 

“Too strong! Just don’t know if Master Ji has the means to retaliate or not!” 

... ... 

A Sixth Firmament True God toying with seven Ninth Firmament True Gods, this scene was overly 

shocking, incurring a series of exclamations. 

Everyone thought that Ye Yuan would definitely be made fun of. Who knew that the result was totally 

the opposite. 

“Huhu, this is your Martial Dao? Truly laughable, to actually not even be on par with me, this minor 

Dao’s alchemist. You guys also dare claim to be chief disciples?” 

High up in the sky, came Ye Yuan’s bantering laughter. 

Suddenly, a fearsome power of vitality soared to the sky. Everyone’s faces changed. 

“Forget it, you all let me down too much, let’s end this game!” 



Ye Yuan’s lazy voice spread out nonchalantly. 
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Ye Yuan’s aura skyrocketed. His power of vitality was actually on par with Eighth Firmament True Gods. 

It was only to see him dodging Wang Ning’s sword nimbly. He directly threw a fist over. 

Wang Ning only felt a horrifying power arrive with a howl behind him. But wanting to dodge was already 

too late. 

Bang! 

Amidst everyone’s frightened voices, Wang Ning was smashed into a cloud of blood mist. 

Universe Dragon Claw coupled with the perfect sixth transformation golden body, the power of Ye 

Yuan’s punch already did not lose to peak Ninth Firmament True Gods. 

How could Wang Ning be able to resist it? 

When the other chiefs saw this scene, their scalps could not help tingling. How could they still dare to 

deal with Ye Yuan? All running helter-skelter everywhere. 

“Master, save me!” 

“Save me, Master!” 

... ... 

These chiefs seemed to be finding their family’s grownups after being bullied by people outside. There 

was even sobbing in their words. 

They all thought that Ye Yuan was easy to bully, but who knew that this was a desolate wild beast. Ye 

Yuan was not to be provoked at all. 

When Empyrean Redfeather and the rest saw the situation, they immediately shouted, “Stop, Ji 

Qingyun!” 

At the same time, the few great Empyreans were about to take action. 

It was just that Ye Yuan was faster than them! 

After Ye Yuan killed Wang Ning, he did not have the intention of stopping at all. 

It was only to see one Ye Yuan suddenly become six, appearing in six directions at the same time. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

A series of detonations came from the sky. The six great chiefs were directly blasted into dregs! 

Everyone looked at this scene dumbfoundedly with their mouths agape, stunned looks on their faces. 

Especially the few great Empyreans, their hearts were dripping blood. 
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These were all their successors, how much painstaking effort did they expend these few years? 

But now, Ye Yuan only used several breaths and killed all of them. How to make them accept this? 

However, they currently were even more shocked in their hearts! 

Ye Yuan exhibited extremely brilliant spatial law, far exceeding their imagination. 

In an instant, transformation into six clones, appearing at six venues at the same time, slaying six 

powerhouses. 

They all, these Empyreans, could naturally tell that this was not some cloning technique, but an 

extremely brilliant utilization of spatial law. 

This kind of means was simply inconceivable. 

Even they, these Empyrean powerhouses, could not do it too. 

“This ... This is also too strong, right? Even if Master Ji is a body-refining powerhouse, it’s also not to the 

extent of being so strong, right? His one move killed six great Ninth Firmament True Gods!” 

“Truly inconceivable! Master Ji already overpowered the extreme north’s Alchemy Path at a young age. 

Furthermore, he actually also has such horrifying strength in Martial Dao, how did he cultivate?” 

... ... 

Everyone was long already dumbfounded from shock. They were stunned by Ye Yuan’s combat power. 

Originally thought that Ye Yuan was merely an alchemist, and that his combat power was limited. 

But who knew that Ye Yuan’s combat strength was off the charts, directly crossing a few minor realms 

and killing his enemies. 

Jiu Luo Ji’s most elite juniors actually did not even have the chance to escape from under his hands! 

“Ji Qingyun, you killed my disciple! This Empyrean will definitely kill you today!” Empyrean Redfeather 

said with a furious roar. 

The other Empyreans were also extremely alarmed and enraged. They were thoroughly enraged by Ye 

Yuan’s actions. 

However, Ye Yuan was very calm, looking toward Feng Tianyang with a smile that was not a smile. He 

then said, “Looks like their Martial Dao isn’t worth mentioning at all. Don’t know whether your Martial 

Dao can stir up any of my interest or not.” 

Feng Tianyang’s two eyes narrowed slightly, brilliant light shining in his eyes. 

Ye Yuan’s performance greatly exceeded his expectations. 

Originally he thought that he could casually suppress Ye Yuan. He did not expect that the combat power 

Ye Yuan displayed was actually sufficient to pose a threat to him. 



“Huhu, boy, you indeed made me very surprised. However, you still don’t have the qualifications to 

stand in front of me. Those people are similarly clay chickens and pottery dogs in front of this young 

master!” 

Feng Tianyang slowly stepped out, the aura on his body growing stronger and stronger. Everyone’s faces 

could not help changing. 

Someone cried out in surprise, “What a powerful aura! This aura already reached the grand completion 

True God Realm. Just a step and he’ll be able to reach Empyrean Realm!” 

Feng Tianyang had a proud look and said with a faint smile, “If you feel that after killing them, you have 

the qualifications to challenge me, then you’re gravely mistaken! I, Feng Tianyang, am destined to be 

the person who unifies the extreme north! How can I be compared to those kinds of trash?” 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said smilingly, “Is that so? You also said so just now, but they are all dead.” 

Feng Tianyang’s face turned cold and he said, “Humph! This young master gives you a chance now, hand 

over Lu-er, or die!” 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed, his words having an additional hint of coldness as he said, “You want to 

marry Lu-er because you took fancy on her Profound Yin Physique?” 

Feng Tianyang was taken aback and said, “How did you know? But it also doesn’t matter that you know. 

This young master is doing it for her Profound Yin Physique. This young master’s cultivation method has 

already reached major accomplishment, and my cultivation is already cultivated to the peak True God 

Realm as well. After this young master takes her Profound Yin Physique, I’ll be able to break through the 

shackles and become the youngest Empyrean powerhouse in this Northernmost Steppe!” 

When Ye Yuan heard that, killing intent soared in his heart. 

Earlier, when Feng Tianyang released his world power, Ye Yuan could feel an extremely scorching power. 

This power was extremely strong as if it was a primitive behemoth. 

But Ye Yuan could detect that this power was not at grand completion. 

Amidst the power of extreme Yang, it was missing a trace of extreme Yin power. 

Ye Yuan’s understanding of Heavenly Dao was far from what ordinary people could compare to. 

Myriad life in this world had always mutually promoted and restrained each other. No matter how 

strong the power of extreme Yang, it ultimately had a limit too. 

Just based on this, even if give Feng Tianyang another 100 thousand years, he could also forget about 

stepping into Empyrean Realm. 

But, if he completed this missing piece, Feng Tianyang might be able to break through to Empyrean 

within a few years. 

How could it be that easy to search for this trace of extreme Yin power? 

But Lu-er’s appearance made Feng Tianyang see hope! 



Hence, he had been in closed-seclusion all the way these few years, finally cultivating to be a grand 

completion True God. Then after coming out and taking Lu-er’s extreme Yin power, he would be able to 

break through to be an Empyrean smoothly. 

It was just that while he planned things out well, he ran into Ye Yuan, this unexpected variable. 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned cold, and he said, “You ... deserve death!” 

Feng Tianyang’s actions already touched Ye Yuan’s bottom-line. 

Lu-er was Ye Yuan’s reverse scale; touch and die! 

Feng Tianyang laughed loudly and said, “Letting this young master corroborate my Dao as an Empyrean, 

that’s her honor! Where is she?! Hand her over, and this young master can spare you from death!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Feng Tianyang and said with a mocking look, “You talk so much. Didn’t you think why I 

took Lu-er away?” 

Feng Tianyang’s expression turned dark and said, “I don’t care who you are! Not handing Lu-er over, 

you’ll have to die!” 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “Stop making futile efforts. Lu-er isn’t in Jiu Luo Ji anymore. 

Also, my name is actually Ye Yuan.” 

Feng Tianyang was clearly unfamiliar with this name. But when Empyrean Ice Cloud heard this name, her 

expression could not help changing wildly. 

“Y-You’re Ye Yuan? How is this possible?” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was the same as Empyrean Loneswan, instantly thinking of many things. 

It was also precise because of this that she was extremely shocked in her heart. 

It turned out that all of these were his schemes! 

And she, an Empyrean powerhouse who dominated a region, fell into the scheme step by step under Ye 

Yuan’s towing. She even personally delivered Lu-er to Ye Yuan’s hands! 

Feng Tianyang’s brows furrowed and he said in a solemn voice, “Who is he?” 
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“H-He’s the person that Lu-er is in love with!” Empyrean Ice Cloud said bitterly. 

Feng Tianyang was also a clever person and thought of many things in an instant. 

In this one year plus, Ji Qingyun’s name echoed throughout the extreme north. Feng Tianyang naturally 

heard a lot after leaving seclusion. 

It was just that he also did not expect that Ye Yuan doing so much was actually for Lu-er. 

“Heh heh, what a grand scheme! Boy, you really made me see you in a different light! However, to dare 

snatch my, Feng Tianyang’s woman, you must die today!” 
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Feng Tianyang laughed coldly, a roaring flame suddenly bursting out from his body. 

“Limitless Fire Hell!” 

Feng Tianyang held his palm out, the entire region of space was completely enveloped by the flames, 

directly shrouding Ye Yuan inside it. 

Everyone’s faces changed, this ball of fire hell was like a blazing sun. 

Even if they were so far away, they also had a feeling of being incinerated. What kind of situation would 

it be for the Ye Yuan situated inside the fire hell? 

“Indeed well-deserving of being the extreme north’s number one person, Feng Tianyang’s Heaven 

Burning Secret Art has probably cultivated to sublimity already.” 

“Even if Master Ji has the ability to reach the highest heaven, he probably can’t escape this Limitless Fire 

Hell too.” 

“A shame, such a powerful alchemy master died just like this.” 

... ... 

Many people shook their heads and sighed, lamenting for Ye Yuan. 

In their view, Ye Yuan was dead for sure. 

A hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Feng Tianyang’s mouth, and he said disdainfully, “This 

Limitless Fire Hell of mine can incinerate limitless void. Even if you grasp spatial law, how can you 

escape?” 

“Oh? Is that so?” 

The voice had yet to fade when a figure walked out of that limitless flames leisurely and at ease. It was 

as if that limitless sea of fire was his own backyard. 

Who was this person if not Ye Yuan? 

Feng Tianyang’s face changed and he said, “This ... How is this possible?” 

Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back and said coolly, “You overestimated your flame law and 

also looked down on spatial law too much. Incinerating limitless void? Huhu, how can it be as easy as 

you think? Only a person like you who doesn’t understand space dare to say this kind of words.” 

The more he studied spatial law, the more Ye Yuan felt the extensive and profoundness of spatial law. 

The Dao of Space was one of this world’s most primitive laws. How could it be defeated so easily? 

True God Realm powerhouses used spatial law to shuttle through the void, but that was merely the 

most superficial application of spatial law. 

Comprehending spatial law to Ye Yuan’s degree, one could not find more than a few in the entire 

Heavenspan World. 

Feng Tianyang judged others using his own strength, so how could he understand Ye Yuan’s might? 



Unless Feng Tianyang could cultivate spatial law to Ye Yuan’s level, or cultivate flame law to Empyrean-

level, then there would be a possibility of hurting Ye Yuan. 

Just with this current level, how could it threaten Ye Yuan? 

Feng Tianyang’s face fell slightly and he said coldly, “Humph! Being deliberately mystifying! I 

underestimated you. I’ll let you take a look at my true strength then!” 

It was only to see his gaze turned sharp, another aura rose to the sky. 

“Wind-attribute law! This is Empyrean Vast Wind’s specialty!” 

Everyone was still in the midst of exclaiming when a third power of law spread out. 

This time, even Ye Yuan’s gaze also revealed some solemness. 

“Ice law! I didn’t expect that Feng Tianyang is actually such a peerless talent, to actually fuse three kinds 

of power of law. No wonder he’s so arrogant. He indeed has the capital to be wildly arrogant!” 

Empyrean Redfeather exclaimed with admiration. 

That was right. He did not comprehend three kinds of laws. But he actually fused three kinds of power of 

law! 

It was only to see that on Feng Tianyang’s body, the power of flames, power of the fierce gale, and 

power of ice, intertwining together. Clearly, it was the manifestation of three power of laws fusing 

together. 

Law comprehension like his could virtually sweep across those in the same rank already. 

There was a wave of exclamations all around. Everyone said that Feng Tianyang was the extreme north’s 

number one person. Previously, everyone all felt that this was him relying on his father’s prestige. Only 

now, did they know that that was him relying on his own strength! 

Those who fused two power of laws were already called geniuses among geniuses. 

Those who fused three power of laws could no longer be described using genius. 

That was a peerless talent! 

Fusing three power of laws was not what Lu Ziyi’s five power of laws could compare to. 

With Feng Tianyang’s strength, he could probably pummel Lu Ziyi with just one hand. 

Feng Tianyang looked at Ye Yuan with a proud look and said with a cold smile, “To be able to force my 

full strength out, you can be sufficiently proud! I fused three power of laws and have never met a match 

in the same rank. Now, I stepped into grand completion True God Realm. I’m the number one person 

under Empyrean! Ye Yuan, this is my Martial Dao. Do you think ... I have the qualifications to say this?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “This is your full strength? Uh ... not bad, it’s just don’t know if you can force my full 

strength out or not, bring it on.” 

Feng Tianyang snorted coldly and said disdainfully, “Reckless and blind fool, I want to see what your full 

strength is!” 



Done talking, Feng Tianyang’s figure moved, arriving in an instant! 

Three power of laws fused into one, his fist was momentous and tidal-like, virtually about to rent the sky 

asunder and split the earth open. 

Even the group of Empyreans also had slight changes in countenance at this time. 

This kind of commotion, once Feng Tianyang stepped into Empyrean Realm, he could probably crush all 

of them instantly! 

Only a Third Firmament Empyrean like Empyrean Redfeather had the qualifications to firmly suppress 

him. 

At the same time, Ye Yuan’s vital energy also rose to the peak and was even stronger than just now. 

Bang! 

Above the void, the two people exchanged a punch. 

Horrifying energy undulation spread out, giving people a feeling of Mt. Tai crushing down from above. 

Under the one punch, Ye Yuan’s figure flew out backward, a mouthful of fresh blood spurting out wildly. 

Feng Tianyang laughed loudly and said, “To be able to receive this punch of mine, you can be sufficiently 

proud. However, you’re still hard-pressed to escape death today! Again!” 

Finished talking, he did not wait for Ye Yuan to catch his breath either, another punch slamming over. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

One loud boom after another came over. The two people’s battle was practically about to shatter the 

sky. 

The void trembled, making the starry river flowing in reverse. 

This kind of battle practically already surpassed the limits of True God Realm. 

This was a fight of another level. 

“So strong! The two of them are both so strong! Truly unable to imagine how the two of them 

cultivate!” 

“What a shame. Ye Yuan almost can’t hold on anymore. He’s still too young, give him another few 

hundred years, he should be able to win Feng Tianyang.” 

“There are no ifs in life; lose means lose. But considering Ye Yuan’s talent, it’s indeed a shame.” 

... ... 

Below, there was a series of exclamations. 

The two people’s combat strength far exceeded their imaginations. 

It was just that Ye Yuan was repeatedly forced back under Feng Tianyang’s pressuring, and already could 

not quite hold out anymore. 



The outcome of this fight was obvious already. 

Feng Tianyang’s aura was too outrageous. For Ye Yuan to be able to last until now under his fierce 

attacks, it was already rather valiant. 

Bang! 

Right at this time, a loud bang came over. Ye Yuan’s figure drew a straight line and fell into the earth. 

“Sigh, Ye Yuan is defeated!” A wave of bemoaning came from the crowd. 

Feng Tianyang stood in the air, akin to a god of war. 

“Hahaha, in the junior generation, you’re the first to be able to fight with me to this extent! Now, you 

can go to hell!” 

Feng Tianyang’s figure similarly cut across the horizon, heading toward that huge pit in the ground. 
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Bang! 

Feng Tianyang arrived fast, but he was blasted back even quicker! 

Everyone was dumbfounded, uncertain what it meant. 

What happened? 

They completely did not detect any trace of undulation and Feng Tianyang was blasted flying. 

It was as if Feng Tianyang ran into a wall and was directly rebounded back. 

This scene was extremely puzzling. 

Inside the pit, Ye Yuan carried the bone sword and slowly walked out, with a desolate killing aura on his 

body. 

“Very good! To be able to force out my full strength, you can be sufficiently proud!” Ye Yuan looked at 

Feng Tianyang and said coolly. 

He stood there, giving people a very lofty feeling, just like a sharp sword that was sheathed, 

accumulating momentum and awaiting release. 

“T-This is sword intent! What a swift and fierce sword intent! He fused a supreme law and the Sword 

Dao law! This ... How is this possible?” 

Empyrean Windlike had been standing there calmly all along. Even when he saw that Ye Yuan 

comprehended spatial law, he was also not the least bit moved. 

Because he knew that Feng Tianyang would definitely win. 

But at this time, a look of surprise finally showed on his face. 

Comprehending spatial law was nothing, but fusing Sword Dao law and spatial law, that was incredible. 
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The difficulty level was much harder than even fusing three powers of law! 

Supreme law, just comprehending it required immense talent. Ordinary people could not even learn the 

rudiments, let alone talk about fusing the power of law. 

“Just how in the world did this kid cultivate? His alchemy talent crushed Seven-star Alchemy Gods, but 

he’s actually also heavenly-defying in martial arts!” Empyrean Redfeather exclaimed with admiration. 

“Just now was him striking Feng Tianyang flying? But I didn’t detect Sword Dao undulations at all!” 

Another Empyrean cried out in surprise. 

An attack that could not be seen was the scariest. 

The group of Empyreans already did not know how to describe their emotions. Originally they thought 

that one Feng Tianyang was already monstrous enough. They did not expect that Ye Yuan’s talent was 

even more monstrous than Feng Tianyang’s. 

“This ... Brother Windlike, Honorable Nephew Tianyang will be fine, right? Why not, we’d better take 

action,” Empyrean Ice Cloud said worriedly. 

Empyrean Windlike shook his head and said, “Relax, just now was just Tianyang’s momentary 

carelessness. Furthermore, he still has an ultimate move that he hasn’t used. Tianyang won’t lose! 

Although this boy’s talent is high, his cultivation realm is inferior to Tianyang’s in the end.” 

The moment the group of Empyreans heard this, they immediately felt greatly reassured. 

The current Feng Tianyang had disheveled hair, numerous wounds on his body, in a sorry state. How 

was there still that lofty bearing from before? 

“Damn it! Damn it! Damn it! You dared to hurt me! I’ll definitely tear you to shreds! Ye Yuan, this finger 

is the strongest attack that I created after fusing three laws! For you to be able to die under this attack, 

you can be sufficiently proud!” 

Feng Tianyang roared and pointed a finger out fiercely. Fine cracks actually appeared in space, it could 

be seen how horrifying this finger was. 

If this finger were to land on a person’s body, it could probably directly annihilate them. 

“Space Shattering Finger!” 

Empyrean Windlike’s face revealed a hint of a praising smile as he said, “Fusing laws is one aspect, 

application of laws is another aspect. Tianyang’s understanding of these three laws is extremely 

profound and already carved out a Great Dao that belongs to him. Maybe he can surpass Big Brother in 

the future and become a once in a blue moon Heavenly Emperor powerhouse of this land of extreme 

north in several hundred thousand years! This finger, even if a First Firmament Empyrean took it, it 

would likely be the outcome of serious injuries too.” 

When everyone heard that, their faces all changed. 

They did not expect that Feng Tianyang was actually so monstrous. 



The strike of a Ninth Firmament True God could actually harm an Empyrean. What kind of terrifying 

offensive power was this? 

How strong was an Empyrean? 

Even if one stood there and let a grand completion True God Realm hit them, it would also be hard to 

injure them in the slightest. 

These were powerhouses of two different levels. It was two different levels of understanding toward 

Heavenly Dao. 

But Feng Tianyang’s finger could actually seriously injure an Empyrean. It could be seen how terrifying 

this attack was. 

Of course, being able to harm an Empyrean was one thing. An Empyrean powerhouse naturally would 

not stand there stupidly and let Feng Tianyang hit. 

The Empyreans could not help looking over toward Ye Yuan with pity. Encountering such an opponent 

was his sorrow! 

“Mn? He ... He’s actually smiling?” 

The Empyreans discovered that a hint of a smile flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth, and 

could not help being very surprised. 

At this time, he actually still had the mood to smile. 

Ice Cloud sneered and said, “Probably scared silly, right!” 

“A little interesting!” 

Ye Yuan slowly raised his sword and calmly stabbed a sword out. 

This sword was too sloppy and ordinary, without any power to speak of. 

Compared to Feng Tianyang’s show of strength that billowed to the sky, Ye Yuan’s sword art did not 

have any aesthetic sense at all. 

It looked like Ye Yuan was a martial artist who did not know how to use the sword at all. 

Except, if Song Yu and the rest of the people who had been to the Ancient God Battlefield before were 

here, they would know that Ye Yuan’s sword actually followed the exact same pattern as that Empyrean 

bone devil! 

“What is he doing? Can this kind of sword hurt people?” 

Empyrean Windlike furrowed his brows. He completely could not tell what impressive aspect Ye Yuan’s 

sword had. But he kept feeling in his heart that there was that tiny hint of something amiss. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud laughed coldly and said, “Of course it can’t hurt anyone. That’s why this Empyrean 

said that he’s scared silly.” 



People who did not know the inside story were all mocking Ye Yuan’s sword, saying that he was a mantis 

blocking the cart. Feng Tianyang was similarly like so. 

He laughed wildly and said, “Haha, you’re relying on this sword to handle me? Go to hell then!” 

At this time, the Space Shattering Finger was already formed. He pointed over toward Ye Yuan fiercely. 

“True Sword Hollow Etch!” 

Ye Yuan lightly spat these four words out of his mouth. 

This move was still Sword Hollow Etch. 

But he was inspired by the Empyrean bone devil and already completely mastered restraining the 

power. 

Sword Hollow Etch’s power also reached the extreme and did not leak out in the slightest, reaching the 

realm of returning to one’s original simplicity. 

Hence, he named it True Sword Hollow Etch. 

Right at this time, a bolt of lightning suddenly flashed across in Empyrean Windlike’s mind, thinking of 

something. 

Just now, when Feng Tianyang was suddenly blasted out backward, wasn’t there no undulations at all? 

Could it be that ... this boy condensed his power to the limits and did not leak any of it out? 

Could this kind of thing really be done? 

“Not good! Tianyang, quickly retreat!” 

Empyrean Windlike yelled out, his figure suddenly moving, speeding over towards the two people’s 

battlefield. 

But sadly, it was already too late. 

One bright and one dark, two attacks, collided together in midair fiercely, rending the void apart. 

This kind of collision could be described using move mountains and fill the seas, making mountains and 

rivers flow in reverse. It was not the least bit over the top. 

Everyone looked at this scene in great shock. Their brains had not processed it yet. Why would Ye Yuan’s 

sloppy and ordinary sword have such terrifying power? 

Ye Yuan’s Sword Hollow Etch was an incomparably swift and fierce strike in the first place. 

Now that his retraining of power had reached major accomplishment, the power of Sword Hollow Etch 

was compressed to the extreme, without any leakage. The power became several times greater. 

Such a terrifying attack, it was hard for even Space Shattering Finger to withstand too. 

Feng Tianyang did not even get to groan and was directly annihilated. 

Everyone opened their mouths wide, looking at this scene in disbelief. 



“Why ... Why is it like this?” 

“The one dead is actually Feng Tianyang?” 

“Just what kind of sword is this? Why would it have such terrifying power?” 

... ... 


